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Chapter 2528 
Boss Li looked around and found that he was not paying attention to them, 

then he followed Ali and said in a low voice, “Ali, it is because I am an old 

acquaintance with you that I will give you five spirit coins. If you go to give it 

to someone else , Others may not dare to accept it!” 

“The people of Daqing Village have spoken out, saying that it is their village’s 

hunting team. One team did not go back and was killed, and they were killed 

on the territory of the demon wolf clan!” 

“That’s why the people in Daqing Village said that if they see someone coming 

to hand over a large number of demon wolf corpses, they must not accept 

them, and they must report to them, saying that those demon wolf corpses 

must have been snatched from them.” 

“I will give you five now .” One end of the spirit coin is already taking a risk, I 

advise you to quickly dispose of the corpse of the demon wolf, or let others 

find out and report it to Daqing Village, and your Dashi Village will be in 

danger!” 

Listening to Boss Li’s explanation, Ali felt his whole body He was a little 

confused, originally he thought that he could make a small fortune by getting 

so many monster wolf corpses, but now it seems that he was thinking too 

much, and he didn’t expect that the people of Daqing Village would do this! 



Everyone else in Dashi Village was also very disappointed at this time, 

especially Yun’er. She originally thought about selling the corpse of the 

demon wolf. A little money, and it won’t be much in her hands! 

“The bastards in Daqing Village, just kill them all…” Zhu Zi couldn’t help 

but muttered in a low voice! 

“Boss Li, can you give me a little more money?” Ali begged to Boss Li! 

“I can’t, if you don’t sell it, forget it!” 

Boss Li said, and was about to turn around and go back to the room, but he 

was stopped by Ali, “Boss Li, five spirit coins, just five spirit coins!” 

Ali We can only compromise, if Boss Li doesn’t accept it, then others will dare 

not accept it! 

After exchanging the demon wolf’s body for spirit coins, everyone lowered 

their heads with a sullen look on their faces! 

And David also knew that Daqing Village was so powerful in the vicinity that 

many people were afraid of Daqing Village! 

Ali took the spirit coin and didn’t give it to everyone, but glanced at Yun’er 

and said, “Yun’er, let’s take the money and ask Dr. Zhang to treat your 

grandma’s eyes…” 

Yuner was stunned for a moment, Then he quickly shook his head and said, 

“Brother Ali, this is the money everyone earned with their lives . You can’t give 

it all to me, let’s share it with everyone! 

“ 

Keep it, whatever the score is!” 



“Yun’er, you can take the money and go to Doctor Zhang, it has been your 

wish for many years to heal your grandma’s eyes!” 

Those people from Dashi Village who came along The villagers said to Yun’er 

one after another! 

Yun’er listened to these words, moved tears and turned, “Thank you 

everyone…” 

“Okay, you all go back, I will accompany Yun’er to invite Dr. Zhang!” 

Ali asked everyone else to go back! 

Only Zhuzhu, David, Yun’er and himself were left, and then they took the 

money to hire Dr. Zhang! 

Along the narrow street of Qingshi Town, until you reach the end, there is a 

shop with a signboard on the left hand side, with the words Baoan Tang 

written on it! 

“What’s this name?” David looked at the signboard of Bao’an Hall, and was 

very puzzled. He didn’t understand that it was just a pharmacy clinic, so why 

did it come up with such a name! 

“Brother David, the name of this Baoantang means to keep you safe. As long 

as you enter this door, no matter how many injuries you have, he can keep 

you safe. That’s why it’s called Baoantang.” 

Zhuzi followed David and explained! 

David smiled lightly. He didn’t expect that this piece of genius doctor was 

quite good at boasting. This made David very curious, and wanted to see how 

well that piece of magic doctor performed. 

 


